
‘Digital’ Scavenger Hunt 

  

When feeling sad or depressed, some people find strength by reaching out to an old friend. 

Others like to go outside for a walk and immerse themselves in nature. Others still like to take 

a trip down memory lane and think about happier times. As a part of MHAW 2020, the 

Wolfson Welfare Team is introducing a ‘digital’ scavenger hunt where we will try to bring 

together all these three strategies that help boost our mood. 
  

The idea is simple: 

1.     We have created a list of 30 items. You have to find a photograph for each of the 25 items 

listed below. 

2.     Compile all the pictures you managed to find in a single word document. 

3.     Upload the document on google drive. 

4.     Email us a weblink of your file at welfare@wolfson.ox.ac.uk BEFORE 12pm on 21st May 2020 

(Thursday). 

5.     The first entry with photographs for each of the 30 items wins! If no entry manages to find 

photos for all 30 items, then the first entry that has photographs for the most number of items 

wins.  
  

To find a picture for some of these items, you may have to take a walk in the college gardens 

(remember: exercise is recommended even during the lockdown!). For other items, you may 

need to reach out to fellow Wolfies. Since we do not expect that any one person will be able 

to find a picture for each item all by themselves, we encourage you to participate in the 

scavenger hunt as a team. Get in touch with other Wolfson friends and pool together your 

pictures so that you can find pictures of as many items on this list as possible. We will be 

accepting teams ranging from 2 to 4 members. 

  

LIST OF ITEMS 
  

We are looking for pictures of... 

  

1.     Exactly three people sitting in the college café 

2.     The pride flag flying above the college 

3.     Five or more ducks (not geese!) walking on the harbour quad 

4.     A wisteria tree on college grounds 

5.     A tulip plant on college grounds 

6.     A group picture of 10 or more people in the Wolfson dining hall 

7.     The Persian rugs in the dining hall 

8.     A painting in college that depicts the ‘Last Supper’ 

9.     Wolfson’s logo inscribed somewhere on the college building 

10.  A plaque commemorating Jon Stallworthy 

11.  Someone on your team using the Wolfson punts. 

12.  Someone on your team using the college barbeque 

13.  Picture of a book issued from the Wolfson library (show us the shelf mark/college stamp 

inside the book) 



14.  An old message label that you received from the Wolfson Chocolate Fairy 

15.  Someone on your team playing croquet in Wolfson 

16.  Wolfson College on a snowy day 

17.  Someone on your team playing pool or foozball in the Wolfson Bar 

18.  Someone on your team playing with Jack, the welfare dog. 

19.  Someone on your team sitting inside the Wolfson library 

20.  The Wolfson College Boathouse 

21.  Someone on your team using the Wolfson gym 

22.  The Wolfson College Keep-Cup 

23.   The horses at Port Meadow 

24.   Oxford University Parks’ Mesopotamia Walk* 

25. Domino’s Pizza in the original pizza box* 

26. Your latest home-cooked  meal* 

27. A freshly baked cake* 

28.  The wolfson arch bridge* 

29. Wolfson logo merchandise (plushie, keychain, jacket, etc.)* 

30. A picture of someone on your team playing tennis or squash in Wolfson 

  

SCAVENGER HUNT RULES: 

 

1. All pictures should be original. You are not permitted to download stock images from the 

Internet! The items marked with an asterisk requires either a selfie or group picture with faces 

or a thumbs up in the frame if you prefer not to have any faces in the picture.  

2. Teams ranging from 2 to 5 members are permitted.  

3. All pictures need to be compiled in a single Google doc and should be accompanied by a 

caption which indicates the item on the list that the picture corresponds to. Please include the 

names of all team members in the beginning of the Google doc.  

4. The weblink for the google doc should be emailed to welfare@wolfson.ox.ac.uk BEFORE 

12pm on 21st May 2020 (Thursday). Late entries will not be accepted.  

5. The pictures you submit will not be shared online or with anyone other than the welfare team. 

We will only use your pictures for the purpose of the scavenger hunt and delete them after we 

have announced the winning team.  
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